
SATISH CHANDRA MEMORIAL SCHOOL 

Learning Support Centre 
Subject :All Subject     Summer Assignment 2019   Date : 18.05.2017 

Class :  VII                 Date of Submission:17.06.2018 
ENGLISH 
Reading skill : 
Supplementary reader  - Chapters 1 to 3 read thoroughly. 
Comprehension: 
Pick out any 10 words fro each chapter ( 1 to 3 ) and read synonyms. Make meaningful sentences with each of 
them. 
Vocabulary:  
Chapter 23 of grammar book- Read, learn, and write in your copy. 
Writing skill: 

You are the Head Boy/Girl of your school  . A geometry box has been found in your school premises during the 

recess. Write a notice mentioning the details of the box so the owner can  come collect it. 
HINDI (2nd Language) 

 

MATHEMATICS 

Q1. The sum of two integers is -12 . If one of them is 43, find the other. 
Q2.By what number should (-240) be divided to obtain 16? 
Q3. Evaluate : 

(i) (-6)X(-15)X(-5)   (ii) 9X(-12)X10 
Q4. Evaluate by using properties: 

(i) (-16)X12+(-16)X8  (ii) 25X(-33)+25X(-17) 
Q5. Find the value of the following: 
(i) 80             𝑖𝑖  −3 0             (𝑖𝑖𝑖) 40 + 50 
Q6.Express each of the following numbers in standard form: 
    (i)538             (ii)6428000000                  (iii)2300000000 
Q7.Write the following numbers in expanded form: 

(i) 6543201      (ii) 4007185      (iii) 5807294 
Q8.Write the numeral whose expanded form is given below: 

(i) 7 × 107 + 3 × 105 + 4 × 103 + 7 × 10 



(ii) 6 × 104 + 3 × 103 + 7 × 10 + 8 
(iii) 9 × 106 + 7 × 105 + 3 × 103 + 4 × 102 + 6 × 10 + 2 
Q9.Find the complement of each of the following angles: (i)35° (ii)47° 
Q10. Find the supplement of each of the following angles: (i)80° (ii)105° 
Q11. Find the angle which is double of its supplement. 
Q12.AOB is a straight line and the Ray OC stands on it. Find x 

 
Q13.AOB is a straight line and the Ray OC stands on it .Find x. 

 
Q14.Two straight lines AB and CD intersect at a point O. Find the unknown angles. 

 
Q15. In the adjoining figure, it is given that CE ll BA.∠ BAC=80° and∠ ECD=35° 
Find (i)∠ACE (ii)∠ACB (iii)∠ ABC 

 
Q16. In the given figure, two lines l and m are cut by a transversal t. Find whether l ll m. 



 
Q17.Write the base and the exponent in each of the following: 
(i) 26    (ii) 3−2   (iii) 9 
Q18.Which is greater 53 and 24 . 
Q19. State True Or False 
(i) 20 × 30 × 01 × 2136 = 1 
(ii) 40 + 50 + 60 = (4 + 5 + 6)0 
Q20.Write 3 integers just preceding and just succeeding -7. 

AND 
ACTIVITY- 5 

SCIENCE 
COLLECT AND PASTE TWO COLOURED PICTURES OF EACH AND WRITE FEW LINES ABOUT EACH IN PRACTICAL 

NOTEBOOKS. 

1.PARASITIC PLANTS 

2.SAPROPHYTIC PLANTS 

3.INSECTIVOROUS PLANTS 

4.SYMBIOTIC PLANT 

DATE OF SUBMISSION :  24th Of  June,2019 

SOCIAL SCIENCE 

As given in the class 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 

Design the table in Fig no. 1.2 –“Classification of computer software” in page no. 7 of your computer book in ¼ 
th. of a chart paper. Design the layout of the above table using computer and by getting printout before 
pasting into the chart paper (one fourth). The layout design must be colourful. 
 
Date of Submission: First computer class after summer vacation 2019-20. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 


